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Development of the Space Transportation System over the next 
decade will provide an opportunity to initiate intensive lunar 
exploration and development beginning in the late 199Ots(Duke & a, 
1985). A lunar base will need to provide greater exploration and 
detailed in-situ investigation capability than was possible during 
the Apollo program. In addition, the science requirements for a 
lunar base may place important constraints on the location and 
extent of the base. Other objectives, such as resource extraction, 
space transportation support, tourism, or other endeavors will also 
be considered in selecting t h e  lczatioii of a l una r  base. A 
conceptual model for the base siting decision process is needed 
which takes into account the potential requirements, local lunar 
environment, and ground-rules or constraints as they influence 
choices and priorities. 

Among the potential scientific investigations that might be 
carried out are: 

1. Lunar Science: Investigations into the oriqin and history of 
the Moon and early solar system, based on field investigations, 
operating networks of seismic and other instruments, and collection and 
analysis of materials. 

2. Space Plasma Physics: Studies of the time variation of the 
charged particles of the solar wind, solar flares and cosmic rays that 
impact the Moon as it moves in and out of the magnetotail of the Earth. 

3. Astronomy: Utilizing the lunar environment and stability of 
the surface to emplace arrays of astronomical instruments across the 
electromagnetic spectrum to improve spectral and spatial resolution by 
several orders of magnitude beyond the Hubble Space Telescope and other 
space observatories. 

4. Fundamental physics and chemistry: Investigations that take 
advantage of the lunar environment, such as high vacuum, low magnetic 
field, and thermal properties to carry out new investigations of 
chemistry and physics. Includes material sciences and applications. 

5. Life Sciences: Experiments, such as those that require 
extreme isolation, highly sterile environment, or very low natural 
background of organic materials may be possible. 

6. Lunar environmental science: Because many of the experiments 
proposed for the lunar surface depend on the special environment of the 
Moon, it will be necessary to understand the mechanisms that are active 
and which determine the major aspects of that environment, particularly 
the maintenance of the high-vacuum conditions. 

The exploration for lunar resources also is basically a scientific 
objective, as it depends upon the location and characterization of 
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chemical or mineralogical components of the lunar surface. 

A site selection model will include three major categories of 
considerations: 

1. The objectives of the base. For example, a base established 
for the investigation of the geological history of the Moon will best be 
placed in an area known or believed to be most promising from the point 
of view of crucial eological information. Base design must include the 
mobility for access !! ng specific features. Alternatively, a resource 
extraction objective might require a location with highly concentrated 
deposits of ilmenite and plagioclase within a few kilometers of each 
other. An astronomical facility may need to be located beyond the limb 
or pole of the Moon to shield it from Earth. The model wfii develop the 
appropriate data base on objectives and requirements. 

2. Knowledge of lunar properties and environment. This 
understanding will provide the basis for evaluating the ease or 
difficulty of satisfying the detailed requirements for base objectives. 
This can involve knowledge of the distribution of accessible resources 
for a resource base, knowledge of engineering properties such as bearing 
strength (should large astronomical facilities be envisioned), or the 
status of lunar science as it impacts the selection of the most 
rewarding scientific objectives of the base. 

3. Ground-rules _and constraints. This relates to system 
capabilities, in particular transportation, communications, and safety. 
For example, equatorial or polar sites could be dictated by the ease or 
difficulty of transfers between the surface and lunar orbit from an 
orbiting service platform. Polar sites may provide nearly continuous 
sunlight or shadow. Or, the selection of the site could be determined by 
the base capability to support long surface traverses for exploration or 
maintenance of surface facilities. 

In the end, the actual site selection process will depend upon 
known and unknown properties of the Moon, and objective and subjective 
judgments by the people who will be responsible for the decisions. This 
may include totally non-technical considerations, including political 
considerations involved in international cooperation in the lunar base 
program. Consideration of these aspects now will allow time for 
acquisition of additional data from the Moon, better understanding of 
the requirements, and debates on priorities, in such a manner that the 
inevitable arguments about the location of the first lunar base will be 
conducted in as informed a manner as possible. 
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